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The FCC Reallocation Auction
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 Listen to Evan Kwerel
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Goal
3

 Maximize total social welfare.
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Two subjects
5

 Auction structure

 Ability of auction to incorporate goals
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Auction Alternatives Considered
6

 Two-sided auction vs. Overlay

Source:  Tom Hazlett
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 Centralized market
 Forcing companies and public stations to evaluate their 

positions

 Coase world w/o transaction costs would be great.
 But there would have been a lot of transaction costs 

to get to 70MHz clear.
 Arguably the FCC’s auction set a lower bound for transactions
 145 stations that sold out for $8.8 Billion
 30 that moved for $1.2 Billion
 1,049 that have to move without any premium compensation.
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Lots of negotiations
8

 521 Stations in the 84 MHz made available
 Minimum number of transactions.

 2,050 stations in the whole band if wanted to see 
cheapest way to move some and buy out others
 Minimum number of negotiations to understand lowest cost

 466 stations not in the 84 MHz are subject to 
repacking (including 19 who are being paid)
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Outside stations were important
9

 For the 145 going off the air
 $4.4B to 59 going off air in the 84 MHz
 $4.4B to 86 going off air outside the 84 MHz

 For the 30 relocating
 $340M to the 11 moving out of the 84 MHz
 $868M to the 19 moving in other bands to make room



1,049 Stations to be Repacked

Facilities not yet transitioned

PEA boundaries
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Overlay Licenses?
11

 Lots of transactions to convert 70 MHz
 Added layers of complication
 Geographic issues
 Adjacency issues

 One way to solve would be a single overlay.
 But this could have affected post-auction market structure.  
 FCC cared about allowing non-dominant firms get access to 

high-quality low-band spectrum
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Hazlett Scorecard
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Hazlett Scorecard
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Unclear 
or 

FCC

Irrelevant

FCC

Unclear
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Reserve
14

 Mechanism worked
 Small differences in price
 DMR might have created more price spread and also 

greater gov’t revenues
 Future use:  Contingent reserves or other social policy 
 Requisite DUKE cite:  Leslie Marx paper on 700 MHz auction.
 Could have other goals in auction mechanism.
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PEA vs. DMA
15

Reverse Auction $
(DMA)

Forward Auction $
(PEA)

Albany 34,558,086 22,897,000

Baltimore 122,912,964 734,174,000

Boston 808,367,998 516,663,000
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